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Abstract 

The University of Leeds built a GPSIGLONASS receiver about five years ago and since then has 
provided continuous information about GLONRSS time and its comparison with GPS time. For the last 
two years VNIIFTRIand some other Soviet time laborutories have used Soviet-built GLONASS navigation 
receivers for time comparisons. Since June 1991, VNIlFTRI har been operating a GPS time receiver on 
loan from the BIPM. This ofleered, for thejrst time, an opportunity for direct comparison of time transfers 
using GPS and GLONASS. This experiment sho ws thd  even with relatively imprecise data recording and 
processing, in terms of time metrohgy, GLONASS can provide continental time transfer at a h e 1  of 
several tens of nanoseconds. 

INTRODUCTION 

'I'wo globd space navigation systems, the Arrierican GPS arid the Soviet (;LONASS, are at  thr  
about same stage in tlie development of their space segments, hut they arc: utiequally uscd for 
international time cornparisoris. GPS, with a largc: range of tirnc-specialized receivers, has for 
many years been cxploited worldwide for accurate tirue transfcr [I], while GLONASS is still used 
on an experimental basis by only a few 1abora.tories [2]. Although at present GPS time transfer 



fully satisfies the needs of titne metrology, i t  is the sole method which is operationally effective and 
thc lack of redundancy is felt. There is also a growing concern about GPS degradation by Selective 
Availability. In this context GLONASS is of increasing interest as an excellent additional source. 

For about five years the University of Leeds (Leeds, UK) has operated a GPS/GLONASS timing 
rcccivcr built in-house, and provided continuous information about GLONASS tirnc and its com- 
parison with GPS tirne. For the last two years VNIIFTRI (Mendcleevo, Moscow R,egion, USSR) 
and some other Soviet time laboratories have used Soviet-built GLONASS navigation receivers for 
time comparisons. Since Junc 1991, VNIIFTRI has been operating a commercial GPS time re- 
ceiver on loan frorn the BIPM. This offers, for the first time, an opportunity for direct cornparison 
of time transfers by GPS and GLONASS between laboratories of West Europe and USSR. Values 
of UTC(LDS)-UTC(SU) and UTC(0P)-UTC(SU), as provided by GPS and by GLONASS, are 
reported together with estimates of the errors involved. 

This experiment covers the period from July 4 to September 8, 1991. The GPS Block I1 satel- 
lites have been deleted from GPS common-view treatment when they were d e c t e d  by Selective 
Availability (beginning of July [3]). 

GLONASS AND GPS OBSERVATIONS 
AT THE UNIVERSITY OF LEEDS 

The time laboratory of the University of Leeds is equipped with the three following time receivers: 

- TRIMBLE 5000A 

This receiver is prograrrlmed with the BIPM international common view schedule 
and refers to UTC(LDS). 

- TRIMBLE 4000A 

This receiv~r generates a 1 PPS synchronised on UTC(USN0) as broadcast by GPS 
satellites with an uncertainty of loons [I]. This signal is the external reference of 
the Leeds University GPS/GLONASS receiver. 

- Leeds University GPS/GLONASS receiver 

This receiver performs the measurements of UTC(USN0)-GPS time and 
UTC(USN0)-GLONASS time. 

The three receivers are connected to the one omni-directional antenna and use the same set of 
coordinates expressed in the WGS 84 reference frame with an uncertainty of 3 m. 4 

In the past GLONASS observations by GPS/GLONASS Leeds University receiver provided a series I 

of navigational solutions expressed in the Soviet reference frame (SGS 85) used by GLONASS a 

satellites. These results agreed with WGS 84 coordinates within 5 meters. 

The delays of the receivers are known anproximately within 20ns. Thc schema of the whole instal- 
lation is illustrated in Figure l. 
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The C.;PS/C;LONASS rec,eiver performs thc mcasurements almost continuously, observing all avail- 
able GLONASS satellites and a selection of GPS satellites (all Block I arid 2 Hlock I1 satellites). 
For a giveri satellite, the receiver starts measurements of UrI'C(USNO)- satellite tirrie a11d does this 
once a second for 180s. This data is stored, filtered to remove outliers and averaged. The typical 
standard deviation for 180s averages is 5011s. During one day the receiver performs roughly 340 
tracks of 180s) 75% of them c,orresponding to G1,ONASS sa,tellites. Daily averages of tracks have a 
standard deviation around 5011s for both C;PS and GLONASS clata. These results arc not corrected 
for ionospheric or tropospheric delays. 

The GPS observations produced by the GPS TR.IMBLE 5000A receiver are used in this study 
for common-view time transfer with VNIIFTRJ. Previous analysis of comrnon-view time transfer 
between the University of Leeds and the Paris Observatory showcd that the TRIMBLE 5000A 
data  is alrected by a noise which limits the uncertainty of sr~ch a tirrie transfer to 10- 15ns. This 
noise is part1 y dnc to onccrtainty in the coordinates. Several attempts have been made to improve 
the 1,eeds antenna coordinates by the BIPM  neth hod [4]. All of them produced the coordi~lates 
with uncertainties of several meters which indicates other tha11 georrletrical error sources. 7'he 
TRIMBLE 5000A receiver was prograrnrned during this experiment with the 37 13-minute tracks 
of the BIPM international tra,cking schedule 110 17 including all Bloc,k I and Ijlock I1 satellites. 
About 25 tracks were available each day for this experiment. 

GLONASS AND GPS OBSERVATIONS AT THE VNIIFTRI 

The USSR State Time & Frequency Service (VNIIFrl'Rl) is located i11 Me~ldeleevo, near Moscow. 
This organization is responsible for the maintenance of thc Soviet national time reference IJTC(SU). 
An ensemble of high-quality atomic clocks, rnostly hydrogen nlasers, is operated. 

GLONASS time observatio~~s at  VNIIF'I'RI have been carried out, since 1989, iising a Soviet-built 
commercially available receiver A-721 designed for aircraft navigation. 'l'hc receiver is supplied 
with 1 PPS and 5 MHz provided by the VN ILFTRI master clock. The readings of the rriaster clock 
are corrected "a posteriori", to transfor111 them into UTC(SU). The receiver uses a fixed model 
of the ionospheric delay and does not correct observations for tropospheric dclay. The antenna 
coordinates arc expressed in the Soviet Geodetic System 85 (SGS 85) with estimated uncertainty 
of order 5m provided by a series of navigational solutions. 

There are three to live observations per day of UTC(SU)-GLONASS time. All of them are per- 
formed a t  low elevations in the direction of East. With the limited rriodel of ionosphere a ~ i d  the 
lack of tropospheric corrcctiori this partic,ular configuration of observations (:an produce a bias. 

As an estimated uncertainty for the daily averagcs of UTC(SIJ)-GLONASS time, we adopted the 
value of 50ns as already deduced for the obs~rvat io~is  at the University of Leeds. 

Since June 1991 VNIIFTRJ has operated a corrimercial GPS time receivcr on loan Prom the DIPM 
referred to SU master clock. The dclay of the GPS rcceiver was determined by the comparisori 
with the Paris "on line" GPS rcceiver [ 5 ] .  The coordinates of its antenna were determined by the 
BIPM method [4] and expressed in the 1TR.F reference frame [6] with an u~icertainty of lm. The 
receiver is programmed with 37 daily tracks according to the BlPM tracking schedule ILO 17. About 
35 tracks were available each day for this study. The GPS installa.tio~i a t  the VNIIFTRI allows thc 
comparison of the UTC(SU) in co~nrnon view mode to the West European time laboratories with 
an accuracy of a few ns. 



GLONASS TIME TRANSFER BETWEEN 
MENDELEEVO AND WESTERN EUROPE 

To realize time transfer between Leeds a,nd Mendeleevo via GLONASS we use the measurements of 
UTC(STJ)-GLONASS time, UTC(LDS)-GPS time, and CiI,ONASS time-GPS time. Cornbina.tion 
of these three values givcs UTC(SU)-TJTC(LDS). 

VNIIFTRI provides the daily values of TJT(;(SU)-GLONASS time with uncertainty of 5011s and 
1,eeds provides the mcasur~ments of UTC(L1)S)-GPS time realized by the THIMBLE 5000A rc- 
ceiver. The 25 or so available daily measurements of UTC(LDS)-GPS tirrle are smoothed at  th r  
BlPM to provide daily values at  Oh UTC with an uncertainty of 15ns. 

'Ib obtain the values of GLONASS tirne-GPS timc we use the daily averages of UTC(USN0)--- 
G1,ONASS time and UTC(USN0)-GPS time provided by Leeds with u~lcertainties of 50ns. Wc 
believe that  these two measurements are affected partly by the same syste~natic biases (oncertainty 
of the TJTC(USN0) as locally reconstituted, ionospheric delay, coordinates,. . .). For this reason 
when we remove UrI'C(USNO) by differencing t he above measurements to  obtain the daily values 
of (;LONASS time-GPS time, we adopt the uncertainty of 50ns for this difference. 

For the final values of UTC(L1)S)- UTC(SU) obtained from this process we adopt an uncertainty 
of 70ns, which is derived frorrl the quadratic combinatiori of the involved uncertainties. 

We have also realized the cornparison of UTC(STJ) with the Paris Observatory t i ~ n e  scale Url'C(OP) 
using both systems GLONASS a ~ i d  GPS. Paris Observatory operates a, commercial GPS time 
receiver co111iected to UTC:(OP). The cornpa.rison of UTC(SU) with Url'C(O P) via GLONASS was 
realized in a similar way to  that described above, the values TJTC(LDS)-GPS time replaced by 
IJTC(OP)-GPS time. The 35 or so available daily measurements of UTC(OP)-GPS ti~rle are 
srrloothcd a t  the BIPM to  provide daily values at  Oh UTC with an uncertainty of 711s. The final 
values of UTC:(OP)-UTC(SU) via GLONASS are provided with an estimated uncertainty of 70ns. 

GPS COMMON-VIEW TIME TRANSFER 
BETWEEN MENDELEEVO AND WESTERN EUROPE 

The common-view time transfsr between Mendelecvo and Leeds was realised with about 25 tracks 1 

available, and between Mendeleevo and Paris with about 35 daily tracks available. In both cases a 
4 

Vondrak smoothing [7], which acts as a low-pass filter with a. cut-off period of about 3 days, was 
prrformed on the common-view values. For this experiment, the smoothed values are interpolated I 

for Oh UTC of cach day. The precision of both time links is estimated from the residuals of the 
I 

smoothed values. Over the period of this stndy, the residuals ranged frorn 12 to 15ns for the 
UTC(LDS)-UTC(SU) and 3 to 4 ns for the TJTC(OP)-UTC(SU). 

COMPARISON OF GLONASS AND GPS 

Tirne transfer via G LO NASS between Mendeleevo and two West European laboratories was realized 
I 

with an estimated uncertainty of 70ns. The GPS common-view time transfer providcd a time link 
between Mendeleevo and Leeds with an uncertainty of about 15ns and between Mendelccvo and 
Paris with an uncertainty of about 4ns. Accordingly the comparison of GLONASS with GPS for i 
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the Leeds-Mcndeleevo link has an cstimated urlcertainty of 80ns and for Mcndeleevo-Paris, 70ns. 

The ciaily differences between the two ~lletllods are prcsented in figures 2 a,nd 3. lJse or the modifier1 
Allarl variance. (Figures 4 and 5 )  allows us to c,haracterize the noise affecting thc va.lnes of col-nparison 

for each of the two links. For both links thr: da ta  exhibit whitc phase rioise up to a,n averaging tilrle 
of about 4 days. This justifies c,omputation of mcaal values fc,r periods of duration up to I da,ys 
arld corresponding standard deviations of tlie mean. For a 4-day avera,ging pcriod the results are 
a,s follows: 

Perioti MJT) Mean v;ldues of Stand. Mean valnes of Stand. 
GPS-C: 1,ONASS (lev. GPS-GLONASS clev. 

fo r lor 
Url.'C(OI')-UTC(SU) TrTC:(LDS)--Url'C(SU) 

(ns) (11s) (11s) (ns) 

48440 48443 -64 2 -91 2 
48444-48447 -44 5 -55 13 
48448-4815 1 -54 2 -70 6 
48452-48455 -48 2 -44 10 
48456-48159 -45 5 -44 5 
48460-48463 -40 2 
4 8464-484137 -1 3 9 
48468-48471 -1 3 10 -52 10 
48472---48475 -42 6 -42 7 
4 81 76--48479 -48 9 -57 12  
48480-48483 - 44 4 -27 10 
48484-4 8487 -44 9 -43 8 
48488-49191 -12 5 -28 17 
48492--48195 -2 2 -5 2 
48496-48499 12 3 18 1 
48500-4 8503 -3 8 2 15 
48504-48507 - 3 4 -10 14 

This table shows a fairly constant bias of about -45ns between t,he two lecllriiques for the first 
period of the experiment (M.JD period: 48440-48487) asld for the two links. A sharp change 
thcn occurs, reduciilg the bias to roughly Ons. As we do riot kriow the differential de1a.y~ between 
(:LO NASS equipments, the bias docs not hamc mcani ng, a.nd this co~nparison relates only to prec,i- 
sion. The sharp clia~lge in the bias could be explained by thc low clcvation of the observations and 
their orientation in only onc direction (far East) at  Mendeleevo. In the absence of good estimates 
of ionospheric delay the changes in solar ackivity should have a sigllificarlt eifect 011 the rneasure- 
~ ~ l e n t s .  Also frequent changes in the hour of observa.tions at  Mendeleevo co~lld introduce a bias 
into measurements caused by ionospheric delay. The ionospheric conditions change dramatically 
between day ant1 night. 

One can also ohscrvr a lower noise level for the link between Paris and Mendeleevo than that 
between Leeds and Me~ldeleevo. This can be explained 1nA11ly by more accurate coordinates at 
Paris. 
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We have computed the mean values of the differences GPS-GLONASS for each of two links for 
the 68 days of this experiment. As the noise is not white for this period we adopt the root mean 
squarr of the residuals to  the rnean as an estimation of the confidence of the mean. The mean value 
for the link Paris-Mendeleevo is -33ns with estimated co~ilidence 24ns and for the link Leeds- 
Mendeleevo respcrtivcly -38ns and 32ns. Both estimates of ronfidence for the period of this study 
are significa~ltly loww that for our estirnation of the uncertaintips of the involved measurements 
(70ns and 80ns). This indicates that our cstirnatcs are too conservative. Howcvcr, a longer period 
of cornparisorl is required to obtain more prccisc sperificatio~l o l  the uncertainty of this comparison. 

CONCLUSION 

This study shows that ever1 with relatively imprccisc data recordi~ig and processing, in terrns of time 
metrology, GLONASS can provicle continrnta.1 time transfer a t  a level of several tens of nanoseco~lds. 
By introdncing cornmon-views, this perfornlance should be significantly improved. Further possible 
improvements are the, a t  least partial, removal of ionospheric and tropospheric delays. Mort: precise 
drtrrrnination of GLONASS antenna coordinates in the SGS 85 reference frarne is another task. 
'I'he development of automatic (:LONASS receivers dedicatrd  specially for time transfer would be 
a rnost significant breakthrough. 
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Fiziko Tieknicl-lieskih i Radiotieknichieskih 
Izmicrienii (All Union Institute for Physical, 
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FIGURE 1. Schema of installahn of tim receivers at the University of Leeds. 



RGURE 2. UTC(LDS)-UTC(SU) as obtained by GPS minus UTC(LDS)-m(SU) as 
obtained by GLONRTS+GPS. Daily values interpolated for Oh UTC. 

FIGIJRE 3, UTC(0P)-UTC(SU) as obtained by GPS minus UTC(0P) -UTC(SU) as 
obtained by GLONRSS+GPS. Daily values interpolated for Oh UTC. 



F'IGUUE 4.  Square root of the modmd Allan variance of the d v f w m e s  presented 
in Figure 2. 

Roune 6. Squura root 4f ths m d m d  Allan variance of the dvfermcces presented 
in FYgure 3. 


